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From left to right; the Otter Vacuum Systems team, Showman’s Show in action inside our stand, JETS™ pump
module experts teaching the crew members how to dismantle the pumps.

Seminar and the Showman’s Show
Otter Vacuum Systems
has been quietly working
away as the only JETS™
Land and Transport distributor in the UK. But in
the last year we have
really made our mark in
supplying vacuum technology within the land
and transport mobile/
event markets. JETS™ has
done extremely well
globally, they’ve set the
record for the world’s
The magnificent otter statue
largest vacuum sanitary
that Otter vacuum systems
installation in Castelão
had commissioned made of
stadium in Fortaleza,
poplar ply
Brazil, for the 2014 FIFA
World Cup.
For more information about our
products and the services we
offer don’t hesitate to contact us
either phone or email.
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Otter Vacuum Systems
hosted a JETS™ seminar
during the Showman’s
Show at The Donnington
Valley Hotel. The seminar
was for on-site crews that
service the vacuum
toilets. The crews received
vital tuition and were
awarded framed certificates for passing the
repair and maintenance
training. Over 30 crew
members participated
from 7 different countries
with the training being
focussed on hands on
instruction.

We had the pleasure of
exhibiting at the Showman’s Show again this year
alongside JETS™, the show
was a delight and a huge
success for us. Meeting
potential and existing
customers from all over the
world is a pleasure and a
real bonus to the show.
Andy Baerselman a natural
world sculptor based in the
New Forest created a
wooden otter statue for us
for the show which was a
magnificent sight and
attracted plenty of
attention.

Snoozebox & domestic progress
Otter Vacuum Systems
has had the pleasure
of a joint venture with
Snoozebox, temporary
hotel accommodation,
to create the world’s
first fully-serviced
luxury portable hotel,
‘Crash Pad’ to operate
at Thorpe Park the
nations thrill capitol.
It has been a very
exciting experience to
work with Snoozebox,
who share the same
passion for innovation
and uniqueness as we

into an existing
London mansion and
is currently installing
vacuum in a new
build in Hampshire.
This is vastly
advantageous for the
property owners as
they are saving 90% of
People are now begin- their water usage. The
ning to realize the
energy consumption is
importance and huge also extremely low at
benefits of vacuum
approximately 4kW
technology. Otter
per year/
Vacuum Systems has person.
in the last 12 months
retrofitted vacuum
do. We supplied over
60 toilets to ‘Crash
Pad’ located within
walking distance from
one of Thorpe Park’s
most adrenaline
fuelled rides ‘The
Swarm’.

